Brisbane Hash House Harriers
20th February 2012

Run No 2192

Pineapple Tavern Run

Hare : Divot
Raymond Park, Kangaroo Point, Monday night, the elite and not-so-elite runners
and walkers were gathered for what must be the highlight of the week, for most
of them. A chance to trade the nagging and abuse of their spouses for the
camaraderie and abuse from their Hashmates. At least at home you don’t have
to sit on the ice.
Hare, Divot, was abandoned once again by his co-hares Meatihore and HiRiser but that’s no great loss as Divot assured us that he was the brains of the
trio and promised us a great run.
Brics had his great little dog, Bonza, along for the run and was soon joined by
Boxa, carrying little Roxy. Fark knows what has happened to Boxa, he used to
be such a tough karnt, never flinched once when he was getting a whipping at
the Pinkenba and now here he is carrying little Roxy.
GM, Scruffy got proceedings underway and the pack was off across the park
with Tinkerbell, JC, Even Optus, Bugs, Craft and Chips all jostling for the lead
(not a race, remember) Along Rawlins St, Thomas St and over Shaftson Avenue.
Down to Dockside and then a left turn up to the Story Bridge pub area. From
there it was across the road and down onto the bike track. It was difficult for the
FRTs to hold their concentration as there were several running groups of the big
tits and nice arse variety. Along the boardwalk and up the bloody steps to the top
of the Kangaroo Point Cliffs, what a surprise that was, eh? Regroup and song at
the top and then along the top of the cliffs…..this is where all Divot’s fine
planning seemed to turn to shit. Arrows for walkers, arrows with XXs near the
Mormon temple, pointing home and apparently arrows pointing down the second
set of stairs to Lower River Terrace. The majority of the pack headed for home,
led by Verbal, JC & some other SCBs.
On arriving back at the park the pack had to wait a helluva time for XXXX to
arrive as he couldn’t decide if he was doing the full run or being a SCB.
Eventually all the runners were present at the circle. Looks like only four runners
completed the full run. They were Craft, Bugs, Even Optus and Chips…..fine
bunch of men…..dedicated and true right to the end.
Layup took control of punishing the weeks miscreants :-

Boxa, for allowing Roxy to evacuate her bowels on Kimbie’s hallowed ground
Chardarse, for embarrassing a fellow Hashmen ( Not an easy thing to do) by
shouting “Pay yer fees ya Bastard,” at some supposedly posh area that
Chardarse and Tampon frequent.
Chardarse was awarded the Shit of the Week award but really he was only
doing his job and looking after the interests of all fee paying Hashmen so we
should really be grateful, I suppose.
Next time I do a run report I’ll do it as soon as possible after the event….my
memory doesn’t extend to 6 days.
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